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Abstract
To ensure adequate performance of water distribution networks, utilities must identify
critical segments within the network that will adversely affect users when failures occur.
Currently, time consuming hydraulic simulations are used for such criticality analyses. A method
can be of great benefit for utilities if it can easily evaluate the criticality of water distribution
network segments. This research applies topology-based methods for the preliminary screening
of critical segments. This study evaluated the connectivity between sources and each demand
segment in water distribution networks using minimum cut-sets. Through topological analysis,
the minimum cut -set between the source node and each demand segment in the segment-vale
representation of a given water distribution network was identified. The frequency of a segment
appearing in all minimum cut-sets for the network was then calculated. The segments were
ranked based on the frequency and the segments with high frequency were identified as critical
segments in the network. Hydraulic simulations were used to evaluate the topology-based
method. Specifically, the system demand shortfall for each segment isolation in the water
distribution networks was calculated and used to identify critical segments. The critical segments
identified based on the minimum cut-set were compared with those identified based on the
system demand shortfall to determine the degree of consistency between the two approaches.
The critical segments identified through topological analysis had a strong correlation with those
identified through hydraulic simulations. Therefore, topological analysis can be used as a simple
method for preliminary screening of critical segments.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Water Distribution Network
The urban water supply system consists of multiple components: source development,
raw water transmission, raw water storage, treatment, treated water storage, treated water
distribution, and subcomponents (Mays, 2000). These components of water supply systems work
together to complete the collection, treatment, and distribution of water. The function of water
distribution network is to distribute treated water from sources to various consumers. The
reliable functioning of the water distribution network is critical to meet the water demand for
daily use, commercial use, industrial use, and fire-fighting use. The water distribution network
consists of many elements. Valves are used to control the water pressure and water flow in the
pipeline at any time. Pipes are used for water distribution. Large diameter pipes are used to
distribute water from the source of the water distribution network to the service areas, and these
pipes are called mains. Medium and small diameter pipes are used to deliver water to consumers
in various service areas, and these pipes are called sub-mains and branch lines. Pumps are used
to control the water pressure in the pipes. The water tank is used to ensure that the water supply
system stores enough water to meet the water demands of service areas over a period of time.
The water distribution network has four system layouts, namely dead-end, grid, ring, and
radial water distribution systems (Adeosun, 2014). The dead-end system is a layout of water
distribution networks that can be divided into multiple sub-networks. The system consists of a
main, sub-mains, branches, and service connections as shown in Figure 1.1. The main is used to
1

distribute water to the entire city through the center of the city. Sub-mains are used to deliver
water from the main to branches and lay on both sides of the main. Service connections are used
to deliver the treated water to every consumer. This system layout is like a tree and lacks the
loops to circulate water. As a result, the interruption of the main and sub-mains can quickly affect
many consumers. This type of layout was usually used in old cities.

Figure 1.1 The layout of an example dead-end water distribution system (Adapted from Methods
of Setting Water Distribution System Layout-The Constructor, 2009)
The grid system also contains a main, sub-mains, and branches. All components play the
same role in the grid system as they do in the dead-end system. In this system, the main through
the city center distributes water to sub-mains, and sub-mains deliver water to branches. The
layout of the grid system is different from the dead-end system in that all the lines interconnects
like a grid as shown in Figure 1.2. Unlike the dead-end system, the grid system has good
connectivity performance within the entire network because of the interconnection of pipes.
However, the layout leads to considerable economic costs because of the increase in network
components and the longer length and larger diameter of pipes in the network.

2

Figure 1.2 The layout of an example grid water distribution system (Adapted from Methods of
Setting Water Distribution System Layout-The Constructor, 2009)
In the ring system the layout of the main is around server areas as shown in Figure 1.3.
The branches are projected perpendicularly from the main and connecting with each other. The
ring system uses fewer pipes than the grid system, and the ring system also guarantees a good
connectivity performance of the water distribution network. In the ring system, the water flow
direction is from all sides of the service area to the center of the service area. The radial system
(Figure 1.4) is different from the ring system. The main delivers water to the distribution
reservoirs for each service area, and the water flow direction is from the reservoir (center of the
service area) to all sides of the service area in the radial system. The radial system can guarantee
the quality and quantity of water supply in each service area, but the project cost is also
increased.

3

Figure 1.3 The layout of an example ring water distribution system (Adapted from Methods of
Setting Water Distribution System Layout-The Constructor, 2009)

Figure 1.4 The layout of an example radial water distribution system (Adapted from Methods of
Setting Water Distribution System Layout-The Constructor, 2009)
1.1.2 The Reliability of the Water Distribution Network
The disruption of the water supply system caused by the failure of its components (i.e.,
valves, pipes, pumps) is unavoidable. The failure of different components will have different
impacts on the water supply system. Valve failure will cause the water pressure and flow in pipes
to lose control; pipe break will cause the water pressure and flow in pipes to decrease, or the
4

water in pipes to be contaminated; the failure of the water pump will directly affect the water
pressure of the water distribution network.
To ensure that the water distribution network can meet the need of supplying water to
demand areas, utilities need to evaluate the reliability of the water distribution network under the
scenarios of the network components failures. Reliability is the probability of a water supply
system meeting demand within a specified time interval. In contrast, the vulnerability of a system
determines its brittleness: a high vulnerability value indicates a greater risk of it failing to
achieve the normal operating conditions (Hashimoto et al., 1982). Previous research proposed
various approaches to measure the reliability of water distribution networks. These approaches
can be classified into three categories: analytic, systemic-holistic, and heuristic approaches
(Wagner et al. 1988a, b; Mays 1999; Ostfeld 2004; Trifunovic 2012). (Figure 1.5)

Figure 1.5 Various approaches and measures used to evaluate reliability of water distribution
networks
The analytic approach is a method to break down water distribution networks into
essential components and study the connections among them. The primary goal of the analytic
approach is to identify the connection between all components (e.g., tanks, joints, pipes), and
5

analyze the connectivity between the various components in the network (Wagner et al. 1988a;
Trifunovic 2012). Moreover, an analytic approach is used to assess the level of connection
between demand nodes to the source node based on the number of paths that exist between the
source node and demand nodes (Wagner et al. 1988a). The high numbers mean there is enough
paths between the source node and demand nodes, and the zero value means the demand node
cannot connect with the source node. Generally, high numbers of paths between the source node
and all demand nodes indicate that the reliability of the network is good. However, the
connection between demand nodes and the source node cannot guarantee the demand nodes to
receive water. As a result, the analytic approaches are more appropriate for an initial reliability
screening (Goulter and Coals 1986; Wagner et al. 1988b). Later, Yazdani and Jeffrey (2010)
applied a range of advanced topological metrics (e.g., meshness and algebraic connectivity)
based on graph theory and complex network science to quantify the redundancy and connectivity
for water distribution. Shinstine et al. (2002) proposed a method to analyze the availability
considering both the connectivity (the number of paths between the source node and demand
nodes) and the failure probability of pipes (Atkinson 2013). This method is more realistic than
previous methods because it treats pipes as a repairable component.
The systemic-holistic approach studies water distribution networks as an entire network
unit using hydraulic simulation. In the early 80s, Walski and Gessler (Gessler and Walski 1985;
Walski and Gessler 1988; Walski et al., 1990) developed and improved a water distribution
simulation and optimization (WADISO) model consisting of multi-objective optimization and
extended period simulation (EPS). Simulation is a crucial part of the systemic-holistic approach
that can model the hydraulic and water quality conditions of the water distribution network. The
simulation results are used to measure the possibility of meeting the demand (both quantity and
quality) of consumers in the water distribution network when the various failures occurred
6

(Wagner et al. 1988b). A systemic-holistic approach is highly dependent on the computer
software used. A series of function packages based on EPANET, WNTR, and WaterGEMS have
been developed to meet the simulation needs of the systemic-holistic approach. These needs
include but are not limited to simulate the head-demand and head-leakage, the system
segmentation and isolation valves, and the pressure-discharge relationship. (Table 1.1).

Table 1.1 The series of function packages developed to meet the simulation needs of the
systemic-holistic approach.

The heuristic approach is an experienced-based technique used to easily analyze network
reliability, and hydraulic simulation is not necessary for the heuristic approach. The heuristic
approach is classified into three categories: entropy-based technique, power/energy-based
technique, and hybrid surrogate reliability measure (Ang and Jowitt 2005; Raad et al. 2010;
Tanyimboh et al. 2011; Gheisi and Naser 2014a). These techniques use various indexes at an
aggregated level to indirectly quantify the reliability of a water distribution network since they
are expected to have a strong correlation with reliability (Gheisi and Naser 2014a). For example,
the power/energy-based technique uses the total input energy provided by sources to determine
the ability of water distribution networks to handle failures. These indexes provide a way to
easily estimate the reliability by reducing computational workload. However, the actual
correlation between these indexes and water distribution network reliability still needs to be
quantified and verified through hydraulic simulations (Table 1.2).
7

Table 1.2 The index of heuristic approach used to indirectly quantify the reliability of a water
distribution network.

1.1.3 Criticality Analysis of Segments and Valves
Current research mainly focuses on the impact of pipe and valve failure on the reliability
of a water distribution network. The common impact of pipe failures on water distribution
networks is the changes of water pressure and water quality in the network in addition to the loss
of service to customers when the failed pipes are isolated for repairs. Valve failure is manifested
as the valve becoming inoperable; that is, the failed valve cannot control the water flow in the
pipe. Valve failure will cause the part of the network containing the pipe to be unable to be
isolated, which means that the pipe cannot be isolated when it needs to be repaired. Therefore,
valve failures will lead to considerable difficulties in the operation and maintenance of the water
distribution network. A pipe is considered as a critical pipe if its failure will affect a large number
of consumers who cannot obtain the water that meets the quality and quantity requirements.
Furthermore, a valve is considered as a critical valve if the valve failure will cause a critical
segment unable to be isolated. That will cause workers to spend more time for repairing failed
components and extend the interruption of water supply to consumers (Herman A. Mahmoud,
Zoran Kapelan and Dragan Savić, 2018).
8

To identify critical valves, researchers have to evaluate the impact of valve failure on the
performance of the water distribution network for all valves and identify the ones with the large
impact. Early studies using an analytical approach focused on the impact of pipe failure based on
the ‘pipe-junction’ representation of water distribution networks which cannot be used to analyze
the impact of valve failures (Su et al., 1987). Until Walski (1993) proposed the ‘segment-valve’
representation, the focus of research began to turn to the impact of failed valves on the reliability
of water distribution networks. In the ‘segment-valve’ representation, segments represent the
components of the water distribution network isolated by the valve (Walski, 1993). Both
representations are established by real network coordinates; however, the elements represented
by nodes and edges are different.
1. Nodes in the ‘segment-valve’ representation represent segments. In contrast, nodes in
the ‘pipe-junction’ representation represent junctions.
2. Edges in the ‘segment-valve’ representation represent valves. In contrast, edges in the
‘pipe-junction’ representation represent pipes.
In addition to the differences mentioned above, there are also differences in the network
structure changes of these representations when the valve fails. The ‘pipe-junction’
representation will not change the network structure due to valve failures, but the ‘segmentvalve’ representation will change the network structure when valves fail. That is why the
‘segment-valve’ representation is more suitable for simulating the impact of valve failures on the
physical connectivity of a water distribution network. The failure of valves will lead to two types
of changes in the ‘segment-valve’ representation:
1. The edges of network will change because edges represent valves.
2. The number of segments in the network will change because valves determine the
segments that can be isolated.
9

The ‘segment-valve’ representation is of great help to the research on the critical
segments and valves, as researchers are increasingly aware of the impact of valves on the
performance of water distribution networks. Currently, researchers have proposed analysis
methods to identify the critical segments and valves based on the ‘segment- valve’
representation. These methods are usually combining hydraulic simulation and topological
analysis to identify the location of critical valves in water distribution networks (Liu et al., 2017).
In the research, topological analysis provides a faster analysis method and hydraulic simulation
provides more accurate and comprehensive hydraulic data. The hydraulic simulation can
complement topological analysis to evaluate the reliability and identify the location of critical
valves in water distribution networks. Moreover, researchers could evaluate the impact of the
failed critical valves on water distribution networks by analyzing the results of hydraulic
simulation and topological analysis (Gupta et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2017). However, in the
previous studies, the topological analysis is not independently used to identify critical segments
or valves.
1.1.4 The Need for Research
As mentioned above, many studies on criticality analysis of water distribution networks
relied on hydraulic simulation or a combination of topological analysis and hydraulic simulation.
The topological analysis was more used as a supplement analysis to analyze the reliability of
water distribution networks. Such analysis focused on quantifying the changes in the physical
characteristics of the segments (e.g., the length of pipes in segments, the number of components
in segments) and their impacts on the segment isolation. However, there is a lack of research on
the connectivity of the network topology based on the ‘segment-valve’ representation. For
utilities, a topology-based method is needed that can easily identify the most vulnerable
segments and critical segments/valves in the network under various scenarios of valve failure.
10

This thesis proposed a method based on topological analysis that can be used to perform a
screening-level identification of critical segments and valves. This research improved the
application of the topological analysis method to independently identify critical segments and
valves. In addition, the topological analysis method proposed in this research can also be used to
identify the vulnerability of each segment in water distribution networks. According to
Hashimoto et al., (1982) the vulnerability of a segment in this research, means the level of
impact on the segment due to component failures in a water distribution network. In this study,
the hydraulic simulations were used to verify the results of the topological analysis. This research
will provide a more efficient method for the utilities to do the preliminary screening of the
vulnerability and criticality of segments, and to identify the location of the critical valves in
water distribution networks.
1.2 Objectives of Research
This research has three objectives：
1. Establish a method to easily identify vulnerable and critical segments in a water
distribution network by topological analysis.
2. Verify the rationality of the method through the case study by comparing the results of
topological analysis with the results from hydraulic simulation.
3. Evaluate the impact of valve failures on the water distribution network under the
different percentages of total valve failure in a water distribution network.
1.3 Organizational Overview of this Thesis
1. Introduction: This chapter provides background information about the research of
water distribution networks and describes the goal of this thesis study.
2. Literature review: This chapter review methods for identifying segments of water
distribution network and critical segments and valves.
11

3. Methods: This chapter describes the methods (topological analysis, hydraulic
simulation, and coding) and the indicators (minimum cut-set, number of times segment appears
in minimum cut-sets) used for this thesis study. In addition, this chapter introduces the four water
distribution networks used in this thesis study.
4. Results and Discussion: This chapter shows the results of different water distribution
networks obtained by topological analysis and hydraulic simulation. Moreover, this chapter
identifies vulnerable and critical segments and the location of critical valves in the network.
5. Conclusions and Recommendations: This chapter discusses the potential application
and the limitations of the research and provides the recommendations for future research.

12

Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Critical Segments
Walski (1993) defined segments as the units that can be isolated by valves and
constructed ‘segment-valve’ representation based on the location of valves in water distribution
networks. Segment usually contains more than a single pipe. Walski (1993, 2002) proposed that
the isolation of critical segments will have a huge impact on the water distribution network. It
will cause multiple segments to disconnect from the source node. As a result, the identification of
critical segments is very important to ensure the reliability of water distribution networks.
The most accurate way to evaluate the criticality of each segment in water distribution
networks is to use hydraulic simulation. The hydraulic simulation is based on WaterGEMS
(Bentley Systems, 2020) and is used to simulate the removal of each segment in the water
distribution network. The simulation results are used to identify the impacted consumers based
on the pressure dependent demand and calculate the system demand shortfall. The system
demand shortfall is the difference between the total water demand of system and the actual
supply of all segments when a segment is isolated. Finally, the critical segments in the water
distribution network are identified by comparing the system demand shortfall associated with
isolation of each individual segment. The hydraulic simulation method can obtain more accurate
identification results, but it will consume a lot of time if it is used for a screening-level analysis.
2.2 Topological Research on Segments and Valves
To meet the needs of public utilities for screening-level analysis of critical components in
water distribution networks, researchers have proposed various topological analysis methods
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(e.g., Segment length calculation, segment component identification, connectivity calculation,
and minimum cut-set) based on topological graph theory that do not require a lot of simulations,
thus, saving more time (Su et al., 1987; Cormen et al., 2009; Shuang et al., 2014; Qing et al., 2017).
The topological analysis evaluated the performance of networks and identified the critical
components using two representations of water distribution networks. The ‘pipe-junction’
representation of water distribution networks was used to identify critical pipes (Su et al., 1987;
Shuang et al., 2014; Qing et al., 2017; He and Yuan, 2019; Balekelayi and Tesfamariam, 2019).
Su et al. (1987) used the minimum cut-set to evaluate the reliability of water distribution
networks based on the ‘pipe-junction’ representation. The minimum cut-set is the set of nodes
that can interrupt the connection from the start node to the target node if the nodes are deleted.
The topological analysis method using the ‘pipe-junction’ representation for the connectivity and
reliability evaluation of water distribution networks is still used in recent years. Since pipe
failures are unavoidable in water distribution networks, the segments containing the failed pipe
needs to be isolated for repair when the failures occurred. However, the ‘pipe-junction’
representation cannot be used to evaluate the impact of failed valves on the reliability of water
distribution networks (Atashi, 2020).
The other representation of the network is the ‘segment-valve’ representation. This
representation can be used to analyze the connection between segments or the impact of the
failed valves on reliability in the water distribution network. As mentioned before, the ‘pipejunction’ representation of water distribution networks is mainly used in the early stage to
evaluate the performance of water distribution networks. The beginning of the topological
research on the connectivity and reliability of water distribution networks lies in the minimum
cut-set method proposed by Su (1987). Su used the algorithm of minimum cut-set to analyze the
connectivity between the source node (junction) and the target node (junction). A node can be
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considered as the critical node if the node is being removed will lead to more disconnections
from the source node to target nodes. After the identification of the critical nodes, a pipe can be
considered as a critical pipe if the pipe failed will lead the critical node disconnected from the
source in the network. However, the ‘pipe-junction’ representation cannot show the influence of
other components (such as valves) on the performance of water distribution networks.
Walski (1993) proposed the ‘segment-valve’ representation using the ‘Valve Controlled
Segments’ method based on the coordinate data of ‘pipe-junction’ representation. The ‘segmentvalve’ representation provides a new way to represent the topology of the water distribution
network. Based on the ‘segment-valve’ representation, researchers have developed and improved
the method for tracking segments to be isolated by valves (Davidson et al., 2005; Bouchart et al.,
1991). The ‘minimum cut-set’ can be used to identify critical segments by evaluating the
connectivity between the source node and the demand segments on the ‘segment-valve’
representation of water distribution networks. Davidson (2005) also proposed that the ‘segmentvalve’ representation can be used to calculate the topological measures, such as the length of
each segment and connectivity of entire network , in water distribution networks. However, there
is no further exploration in the application of the ‘minimum cut-set’ to evaluate the connectivity
of water distribution networks and identify critical segments.
Researchers have gradually realized that the different layout of valves will lead to
different segmentation in a water distribution network, and different segmentation will lead to
different impact on the reliability of water distribution networks (Loganathan, 2007). Having
realized the critical impact of the number and layout of valves on the performance of water
distribution networks, Loganathan (2007) began to focus on the isolation and control function of
valves. Loganathan used the expanding the size of segment and the increased number of
customers out of service under valves failure scenarios to identify the critical valve. Hwandon
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(2007) proposed that operable valves and inoperable valves have different effects on water
distribution networks by comparing the segment expansion of a water distribution network under
the different layout of operable valves (different valves failure scenarios).
Most of previous studies using ‘segment-valve’ representation assumed that valves are
installed at both ends of each pipe (Walski, 1993; Davidson, 2005; Loganathan, 2007; Hwandon,
2007). However, the operable valves are usually not present at both ends of each pipe because of
the insufficient number of valves in the water distribution network (Walski, 1993; Liu et al.,
2017; Zischg et al., 2019; Giustolisi, 2020). The number of segments isolated by valves will
decrease if the number of operable valves in the water distribution network decreases. This will
lead to the increase in the length of the segments and the components contained in the segments
(Walski, 1993; Giustolisi and Savic, 2010).
2.3 Analysis and Planning of Segments and Valves
Based on the result of the topological analysis research on the ‘segment-valve’
representation of water distribution networks, researchers have found that the number and layout
of valves have significantly impacted the reliability of water distribution networks. Bouchart and
Goulter (1991) have proposed the relationship between the number of valves and the reliability
of water distribution networks. They mentioned valves must isolate a part of a water distribution
network for repairs when pipe failures occur. However, the isolation of pipes will lead to an
interruption of water supply for consumers located in the isolated segments. Utility companies
can add more valves to a water distribution network, thereby reducing the length of the segment
that must be isolated during repairs.
Liu (2017) indicated the impact of the critical valve failure on the water distribution
network by showing the changes in system demand shortfalls, the length of segments, and the
number of components in segments under valves failure scenarios. The research combined
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hydraulic simulation and topological analysis to identify the critical segments and valves. Liu
also proposed using the three indexes to analyze the impact of critical valve failure on the water
distribution network. These indexes are the number of isolation elements, the segment length,
and the system supply shortfall. The results of the number of isolation elements and the segment
length show the change of topological characteristics for each segment when valves fail. The
result of the system supply shortfall shows the change of hydraulic characteristics for each
segment when valves fail. Moreover, the length of segments and the number of components
being contained in the isolated segment has a strong correlation with the reliability of the water
distribution network (Liu et al., 2017). In the research, Liu calculated the length and number of
components of each segment by topological analysis and calculated the system demand shortfall
for operable and failure valves by the hydraulic simulation. The analysis results indicated the
system supply shortfall tended to become very large if the failed valves are connected with
segments that have a large number of components or long-length. Therefore, that study proposed
that a strong correlation existed between critical segments and critical valves.
Moreover, Giustolisi (2020) has quantified the network reliability of the water
distribution network by system redundancies inherent in supplying water to the consumers under
abnormal conditions caused by system component failures. The network performance of
reliability depends much on the valves in the water distribution network when component failure
occurred (i.e., the location of operable valves and the number of failure valves in a water
distribution network). The size of segment will be expanded when the number of inoperable
valves increases. The isolation of bigger segments will lead to a more serious system demand
shortfall. Therefore, the different layouts of valves and the unexpected valves failure will affect
the network performance. Hernandez and Ormsbee (2021) further proposed a method to evaluate
the impact of actual valve positions in water distribution networks on network performance
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under the component failure scenario. In this study, the actual valve positions are taken into
consideration to create discrete isolated pipe groups or segments when the components in a water
distribution network are under fault conditions. It was found that installing the valves in the pipes
of the critical segment can effectively improve the reliability of the network.
2.4 Research Gap
There are some research gaps in previous studies. On the one hand, topological analysis
was only used as a supplement to hydraulic simulation and has not been independently applied to
the identification of critical segments. However, the hydraulic simulation-based-identification
method cannot fully meet the needs of utilities because the hydraulic simulation consumes too
much time. Utilities need an identification method that they can use for easy preliminary
screening of the most vulnerable segments and evaluating the criticality of water distribution
network segments under various valving scenarios. On the other hand, the application of the
minimum cut-set for topological analysis is mostly used in the ‘pipe-junction’ representation.
Moreover, the minimum cut-set was usually used to identify the minimum cut-node set between
a pair of nodes in many limited studies, rather than used to quantify the connectivity of water
distribution networks and the criticality of water distribution network segments. Moreover, the
failure of valves has a significant impact on the isolation of segments, especially when a large
number of valves are inoperable for various reasons in a water distribution network. However, in
previous studies, researchers focused more on the impact of single valve failure on network
performance but did not analyze the impact of multiple valves failure on critical segment
identification.
Currently, only a few research provided topological analysis methods for utilities to
easily conduct a preliminary screening of critical segments and valves (Abdel-Mottaleb and
Walski, 2020; Hernandez and Ormsbee, 2021). Abdel-Mottaleb and Walski (2020) used the
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reachability matrix to quantify the vulnerability and criticality of the segments but did not use the
minimum cut set to quantify the performance of the segments in the network. Both AbdelMottaleb (2020) and Hernandez and Ormsbee (2021) have considered valve failure in the predescribed positions; however, the occurrence of valve failures is likely a random event in a real
WDN. To fill these gaps, this research applies topology-based methods for the preliminary
screening of critical segments. The vulnerability and criticality of segments are evaluated using
‘minimum cut-set’. In addition, this study evaluated the criticality of segment under random
valves failure scenarios. Finally, in this research hydraulic simulations were used to evaluate the
topology-based method. The critical segments identified based on the topological analysis were
compared with those identified based on the hydraulic simulation to determine the degree of
consistency between the two approaches.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1 Water Distribution Network Data
This research uses four networks to test the proposed method and conduct the analysis.
Three networks are EPANET example water distribution networks: Net.2, Net.3, and Net.6 (Net6
modified by Arpan Seth). Net.2 has 41 pipes, 36 junctions, and one tank (Figure 3.1). Net.3 has
117 pipes and 97 junctions, as well as two reservoirs and three tanks (Figure 3.2). Net.6 has 3829
pipes and 3358 junctions, as well as one reservoir and 33 tanks (Figures 3.3). The last network
included in this research is the ‘WCU’ water distribution network (Liu et al., 2017) that has 279
pipes and 188 junctions, as well as a reservoir and a tank (Figure 3.4). In this research, the
topological analysis is conducted using Python (3.9), and the hydraulic simulation is performed
using WaterGEMS (2020).

Figure 3.1 The ‘pipe-junction’ representation of the Net.2 water distribution network
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Figure 3.2 The ‘pipe-junction’ representation of the Net.3 water distribution network

Figure 3.3 The ‘pipe-junction’ representation of the Net.6 water distribution network
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Figure 3.4 The ‘pipe-junction’ representation of the ‘WCU’ water distribution network

3.2 Identification of Critical Segments and Valves
3.2.1 Segment Identification
The ‘pipe-junction’ representation is widely used for hydraulic simulation and topological
analysis of the water distribution network. However, it is necessary to use the ‘segment-valve’
representation to analyze the impact of valve failure on the performance of a water distribution
network. Segment is the space isolated by valves in water distribution networks (Walski, 1993)
(Figure 3.5). In the ‘pipe-junction’ representation, nodes represent junctions, and edges represent
pipes. However, in the ‘segment-valve’ representation, nodes represent segments, and edges
represent valves. The coordinate of nodes in the ‘segment-valve’ topology as the centroid of
pipes (Gillies, 2013) is calculated based on the coordinates of the start node (junction) and end
node (junction) of the pipe in ‘pipe-junction’ topology as below.
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(𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 + 𝑥𝑒𝑛𝑑 )
2
(𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 + 𝑦𝑒𝑛𝑑 )
=
2

𝑥𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
𝑦𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 represents the X-axis coordinate of the start node in ‘pipe-junction’ topology, and
𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 represents the Y-axis coordinate of start node in ‘pipe-junction’ topology. 𝑥𝑒𝑛𝑑
represents the X-axis coordinate of the end node in ‘pipe-junction’ topology, and 𝑦𝑒𝑛𝑑
represents the Y-axis coordinate of end node in ‘pipe-junction’ topology. 𝑥𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 represents
the X-axis coordinate of the segment node in ‘segment-valve’ topology, and 𝑦𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
represents the Y-axis coordinate of segment node in ‘segment-valve’ topology (Gillies, 2013).

Figure 3.5 Segment identification (‘P’ means ‘pipe’, ‘S’ means ‘segment’, ‘V’ means ‘valve’, ‘J’
means ‘junction’)
3.2.2 The ‘Segment-valve’ Network
As explained above, the coordinates of segments can be calculated by the coordinates of
junctions and the location of valves. After that, edges are than added between the segments
connected by valves in the ‘segment-valve’ network. The ‘pipe-junction’ network and the
‘segment-valve’ network are stored in NetworkX as two independent two-dimensional spatial
networks. Nodes and edges represent different elements in the ‘pipe-junction’ network and the
‘segment-valve’ network. Figure 3.6 is the ‘segment-valve’ representation of the Net.2 water
distribution network. The location of the segments can be marked in the ‘pipe-junction’ network
as shown in Figure 3.7 for the Net.2 water distribution network.
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Figure 3.6 The ‘segment-valve’ representation of the Net.2 water distribution network

Figure 3.7 Segments highlighted in ‘pipe-junction’ representation (the Net.2 water distribution
network)
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3.2.3 Minimum Cut-Set and Connectivity Analysis
In this research, the minimum cut-set represents the nodes that need to be removed to
interrupt the connection between a pair of nodes. The nodes contained in minimum cut-set can be
an individual node or a combination of nodes. The independent paths between a pair of nodes
represent all paths used to connect these two nodes. The size of the minimum cut-set between a
start node and a target node is the same as the number of independent paths between the same
pair of nodes, as explained in Menger (1927). In this research, two function packages
(NetworkX,2.5) developed by Esfahanian are used to calculate connectivity (i.e., independent
paths) and the minimum cut-set between the source node and all demand nodes. The function
package named ‘local_node_connectivity (s, t)’ is used to calculate the independent paths. The
inputs of this function package are the source node (s) and the target node (t), and the output is
the number of independent paths between the nodes of s and t. The function package named
‘minimum_node_cut (s, t)’ is used to calculate the minimum cut-set. The inputs of this function
package are the source node (s) and the target node (t), and the output is the set of nodes between
the nodes of s and t. The results from the connectivity calculation are used as a surrogate to
evaluate vulnerability of a segment. It is assumed that the fewer independent paths a pair of
nodes have, the target node is more vulnerable. The reason is that the target node is more likely
to be disconnected to the source node if there are fewer independent paths between the source
node and target node. In other words, the connectivity calculation result (number of the
independent paths) of a pair of nodes is higher (higher than 1) indicates the target node are not
vulnerable. The Breadth-first search (BFS) algorithm is used in the function packages to identify
the independent paths and minimum cut-set node. It starts from the source node and checks all
nodes. A node will be marked if the node is on the same path with the source node and target
node. If all nodes are visited, the algorithm stops (Cormen et al., 2009). White et al. (2001) used
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this algorithm to find the shortest path by fixing the start node and the end node. The algorithm
marks the found path as ‘used’ in each cycle and then searches for unmarked paths. The
connectivity calculation function package based on this algorithm runs as loops until there are no
more unmarked paths between the start node and the end node, and all the independent paths
between the start node and the end node are marked. In this research, the connectivity calculation
result was used to identify the vulnerable segments and rank the vulnerability of segments in
water distribution networks. Moreover, in this research, a loop command is added for the
connectivity calculation and minimum cut-set function packages to calculate the connectivity
and minimum cut-set of the source node with all demand nodes by fixing the source node and
iteratively choosing end nodes. In this research, a super source node (multi-source node) that
connects to all source nodes will be created if there are multiple source nodes in water
distribution networks, and the original source nodes are treated as demand nodes. In addition, the
super source node in the ‘segment-valve’ network does not require specific coordinate
information because it is an imaginary node for the purpose to execute the code.
3.2.4 Critical Segment and Valve Identification
In this research, the frequency for a segment or a combination of segments appearing in
the minimum cut-set between the source node and all target nodes is used to identify the critical
segments. A segment with a higher appearance will have a more significant impact on the
reliability of the water distribution network if the segment fails. In other words, the isolation of
that segment will break more connections in water distribution networks. Therefore, the
frequency can be used to not only identify the critical segments in the water distribution network,
but also rank the priority of critical segments. Moreover, all valves connected with critical
segments need to be focused on because the failure of these valves will be causing the critical
segments unable to be isolated (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8 Flowchart for the topological analysis workflow
It should be noted that the NetworkX function package used in this research has an
application limitation. The algorithm only identifies the farthest node from the start node as the
minimum cut-set when there are multiple consecutive nodes that all meet the minimum cut-set
criterion in the path between the start node and the target node. In this research, the limitation is
addressed by execute the algorithm in both ways ((source, target) and (target, source)). The way
from the source to target nodes is called the forward operation of the function, the way from
target nodes to the source is called the backward operation of the function. As a result, all nodes
meeting minimum cut-set conditions can be identified. In addition, if there are any nodes on the
path between the two minimum cut-set nodes obtained by running the code in the two ways,
those unmarked nodes are also considered as minimum cut-set nodes.
3.3 Validation of Topological Analysis Through Hydraulic Simulation
3.3.1 Shortfall of Segment Demand
In this research, WaterGEMS (Bentley Systems, 2020) software was used to simulate
pressure-related demand using a 24-hour extended period simulation (EPS). The input required
for setting up the hydraulic model is different from the topological analysis method. For
topological analysis, the required input (Table 3.1) includes the coordinates of the junction, the
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connection relationship between each junction, and the location of the valve. However, the
establishment of a model for hydraulic simulation requires not only the same input of the
topological analysis, but also the simulation time, the average supplied flow at demand locations,
elevations of the tank, the water pressure, and the threshold pressure as listed in Table 3.1. As a
result, it requires more time to build and validate the hydraulic model (Table 3.1). The
WaterGEMS criticality tool was run for the three valving scenarios of the ‘WCU’ water
distribution network to quantify the system demand shortfall for each segment isolation starting
at t = 0 and lasting through the 24-hour duration based on the ‘pipe-junction’ representation. For
the ‘WCU’ water distribution network the average supplied flow in the network was 44L/s. The
tank had a base elevation of 49m, initial elevation of 55m and maximum elevation of 58m. The
reservoir and pumps are designed to fill the tank during the simulations. The analysis mode was
set to hydraulics only, with the reference pressure of 50m and the threshold pressure as the
reference pressure (Abdel-Mottaleb et al., 2020). The system demand shortfall means that the
difference between the total water demand of system and the actual supply of all segments when
a segment is isolated. A segment can be considered as a critical segment if the segment isolation
caused a high percentage of system demand shortfall. As a result, the critical segment can be
identified by the percentage of system demand shortfall for each segment. Furthermore, the
critical segments can be ranked based on the values of demand shortfall associated with the
segments.
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Table 3.1 The input required to set up the model for hydraulic simulation and topological
analysis

3.3.2 Comparing Hydraulic Simulation Results with Topological Analysis
In the topological analysis, the critical segments can be identified and ranked by the
frequency for a segment appearing in the minimum cut-set. In the hydraulic simulation, the
system demand shortfall as one of the outputs can be used to identify the critical segments. The
outputs from both topological analysis and hydraulic simulation are listed in Table 3.2. As can be
seen, hydraulic simulation provides more information about the state of the network; however, it
also requires more input as described in the previous section. With limited available data, the
topological analysis can provide a screening level identification of vulnerable and critical
segments. In this study, the convergence of the hydraulic simulation result and the topological
analysis result can be used to verify the accuracy of the topological analysis. In addition, the
Pearson correlation coefficient can also be calculated to examine the correlation between the
results from hydraulic simulation and topological analysis.
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Table 3.2 The output of hydraulic simulation and topological analysis

3.4 Effect of Valve Failure on the Identification of Critical Valves
3.4.1 Valving Scenarios
There are three valving scenarios in water distribution networks. They are named the ‘N’
valving scenario, the ‘N-1’ valving scenario, and the ‘Scarce’ valving scenario (Figure 3.9). The
‘N’ valving scenario represents the valving layout with valves arranged at both ends of each pipe.
The ‘N-1’ valving scenario represents the valving layout in which the total number of valves at
each junction is reduced by one compared with the ‘N’ valving scenario. The ‘Scarce’ valving
scenario represents the valving layout in which the total number of valves at each junction is
reduced by one compared with the ‘N-1’ valving scenario.

Figure 3.9 Three valving scenarios at T junction
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3.4.2 Effect of Valve Failure
When the pipe breaks, leaks, and under other fault conditions, the faulty components
need to be isolated for repairs by closing valves. There is no doubt that the larger number of
operable valves are in a water distribution network, the shorter length of the segment be isolated.
On the contrary, the length of a segment will increase when a large number of valves are
inoperable. An inoperable valve means that there is no control function of the valve in water
distribution networks. As a result, the decreasing number of operable valves will lead the
changes in the size of the segment and the number of the valves that need to be closed. In that
case, the number of operable valves that need to be closed is determined by the number of
inoperable valves in the segment.
Figure 3.10 shows the impact of valve failure on the ‘valve-segment’ network. In the
figure, the valve connecting ‘segment-1’ and ‘segment-2’ have failed. In this case, all operable
valves connected to ‘segment-1’ and ‘segment-2’ need to be closed when ‘segment-1’ or
‘segment-2’ need to be isolated. In the ‘segment-valve’ network, this change is represented as the
merging of the two segments (‘segment-1’ and ‘segment-2’) into one, and all edges previously
connected to ‘segment-1’ are connected to ‘segment-2’, except the edges between ‘segment-1’
and ‘segment-2’ (Figure 3.10).
The calculation equation is:
𝑁 = 𝑁1 + 𝑁2 − 2𝑁1,2
where 𝑁 is the total number of valves that need to be closed to complete segment isolation, 𝑁1
is the total number of valves connected with 'segment-1', 𝑁2 is the total number of valves
connected to 'segment-2', and 𝑁1,2 is the total number of valves between 'segment-1' and
'segment-2'(Abdel,
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2020). For example, in Figure 3.10, 𝑁1 is equal to 3, 𝑁2 is equal to 4, and 𝑁1,2 is equal to 1.
So, according to the equation, 𝑁 is equal to 3+4-2=5.

Figure 3.10 Schematic diagram of segment merging

3.4.3 Valve Random Removal Experimental
In this research, the impact of different level of valves failure is further investigated on
the identification of critical segments in water distribution networks under three valving
scenarios. Figure 3.11 is the flowchart for valve random removal experiment. The entailed
experiments are divided into five groups according to five different level of valve failures, and
each group includes 15 random valve removal tests. The number of 15 is selected because 15
repetitions are required to get valid statistics. If the number of tests is less than 10, the statistical
results will show strong randomness. On the contrary, if there are too many tests, it will consume
a lot of time. Moreover, the networks used in the valve removal test are not large with limited
number of valves. For example, the Net.3 network has the largest number of valves with 210
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valves under the ‘N’ valving scenario. The statistical results of the experiments are represented
by box plots to show the range of variation for the appearance frequency of segments in the
minimum cut-set.

Figure 3.11 Flowchart for valve random removal experimental workflow
The experimental plan of this study will be applied to three different water distribution
networks. The experiments for the ‘WCU’ water distribution network include three valving
scenarios (Table 3.3). Among the statistical results of different levels of valve failures, the
individual segment can be considered as the critical segment if the individual segment appeared
multiple times with a high frequency in different levels of valve failures results. The critical
segments identified under different level of valve failures are compared with the critical
segments identified without valve failure. The strong correlation between these two identification
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results indicates the failure of valves will not affect the identification result of the critical
segments when the actual level of valve failures in a water distribution network is lower than the
value set in the experiments.
Table 3.3 Random percentage valve removal experiment plan for three water distribution
networks
Network

Number of

Valves removed as a percentage of the total number of valves

valves

20%

30%

35%

40%

50%

Net.2

58

12

18

21

24

29

Net.3

210

42

63

74

84

105

WCU, ‘N’

182

36

54

64

72

91

WCU, ‘N-1’

129

26

39

45

52

65

WUC, ‘Scarce’

88

18

26

31

35

44
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Chapter 4: Results and Discussion
This chapter shows the results from the analyses as described in the ‘Methodology’. The
first part of the results is obtained by topological analysis based on the ‘segment-valve’
representation. The result of connectivity calculation is used to identify vulnerable segments. In
addition, the frequency that segments appear in the minimum cut-sets is used to identify critical
segments. The second part of the results is obtained by topological analysis based on the
experiment of random valve removal to evaluate the impacts of random valve removal on
benchmark network. The last part of the results is the system demand shortfall obtained by the
hydraulic simulation. This is used to evaluate the accuracy of the results obtained from
topological analysis.
4.1 The Results of the ‘WCU’ Water Distribution Network
4.1.1 Identifying Vulnerable Segments
4.1.1.1 The ‘Segment-valve’ Representation
Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 are the ‘segment-valve’ representation of the ‘WCU’ water
distribution network under three valving scenarios.
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Figure 4.1 The ‘segment-valve’ representation (The ‘WCU’ water distribution network, ‘N’
valving scenario)

Figure 4.2 The ‘segment-valve’ representation (The ‘WCU’ water distribution network, ‘N-1’
valving scenario)
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Figure 4.3 The ‘segment-valve’ representation (The ‘WCU’ water distribution network, ‘Scarce’
valving scenario)
4.1.1.2 Connectivity Calculation
The connectivity calculation result is used to identify vulnerable segments in this
research. The result of connectivity calculation indicates the number of isolated segments that
can lead to the disconnection from the demand node to the source node. If the number is 1, that
means that the segment will be disconnected to the source by the isolation of a single segment.
Such segment is considered more vulnerable. Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 show the result of
identifying vulnerable segments for the WCU water distribution network under three valving
scenarios. A segment is considered more vulnerable if it can be disconnected to the source by the
isolation of a single segment. Otherwise, a segment is considered not vulnerable if it only can be
disconnected to the source by the simultaneous isolation of multiple segments. The segments
highlighted in red in Figures 4.4-4.6 are those that are completely disconnected as a result of
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isolating just one segment. The segments highlighted in yellow in Figures 4.4-4.6 are those that
are disconnected as a result of simultaneously isolating two segments. In Figures 4.4, 4.5, and
4.6, all segments in branch networks are marked by red color, which indicates that the isolation
of an individual segment can lead to all segments in branch networks disconnected from the
source node. Especially, under the scenario with fewer valves (the 'N-1' and 'Scarce' valving
scenarios), the segments located in the branch network are more vulnerable to be isolated.

Figure 4.4 Identification of vulnerable segments (The ‘WCU’ water distribution network under
the ‘N’ valving scenario)
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Figure 4.5 Identification of vulnerable segments (The ‘WCU’ water distribution network under
the ‘N-1’ valving scenario)

Figure 4.6 Identification of vulnerable segments (The ‘WCU’ water distribution network under
the ‘Scarce’ valving scenario)
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4.1.2 Identifying Critical Segments and Valves
4.1.2.1 Frequency that Segment Appears in the Minimum Cut-Sets
The frequency of segments appearing in the minimum cut-set are shown in Figures 4.74.12. The nodes (segment in valve-segment representation) contained in the minimum cut-set are
the segments that will lead to the disconnection between the source and the target node. Some
results of minimum cut-set represent individual segments, and others represent the set of
segments. The frequency of a node (or a set of segments) appearing in all minimum cut-set
quantifies the impact of the representing segment on the connectivity between the source and all
other segments. The frequency of 1 means the isolation of the representing segment only
disconnected the connection from the source to one demand segment. However, the isolation of
the critical segment will lead to disconnections from multiple target nodes to the source.
Therefore, the segments with a frequency greater than 1 for the ‘N’ valving scenario are shown in
Figures 4.7. The results shown for the ‘WCU’ water distribution network under the ‘N’ valving
scenario in Figure 4.7 are obtained by the forward operation of the function. Segment-132 and
Segment-135 appeared as a set with the highest frequency of 16. The frequency of appearance
for Segment-127 as an individual segment is 15. However, the probability of isolating an
individual segment is much high than the probability of simultaneous isolation of multiple
segments. Therefore, Segment-127 is the critical segment in the WCU water distribution network
under ‘N’ valving scenario. The isolation of Segment-127 has a huge impact on the WCU water
distribution network because 15 demand segments can be disconnected to the source by the
isolation of segment-127.
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Figure 4.7 Number of times segment appears in minimum cut-set (The ‘WCU’ water distribution
network under the ‘N’ valving scenario, forward operation of the function)
Figure 4.8 shows the frequency of a segment appearing in the minimum cut-set obtained
for ‘WCU’ water distribution network under ‘N’ valving scenario using the backward operation
of the function (section 3.2.4). The result of the ‘WCU’ water distribution network under ‘N’
valving scenario (Figure 4.8) showed that Segment-150 as an individual segment has the highest
appearance frequency of 22. Therefore, Segment-150 is also a critical segment. In addition,
Segment-1, Segment-150, and Segment-127 are on the same path, and Segment-1 is located
between Segment-150 and Segment-127. So, Segment-1 is also considered as a critical segment
as explained in section 3.2.4.
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Figure 4.8 Number of times segment appears in minimum cuts (The ‘WCU’ water distribution
network under the ‘N’ valving scenario, backward operation of the function)
The results shown for the ‘WCU’ water distribution network under the ‘N-1’ valving
scenario in Figure 4.9 are obtained using the forward operation of the function. The Segment-1
as an individual segment has the highest appearance frequency of 9. That indicates 9 demand
segments can be disconnected to the source by the isolation of Segment-1.

Figure 4.9 Number of times segment appears in minimum cuts (The ‘WCU’ water distribution
network under the ‘N-1’ valving scenario, forward operation of the function)
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Figure 4.10 shows the frequency of a segment appearing in the minimum cut-set obtained
for ‘WCU’ water distribution network under ‘N-1’ valving scenario using the backward
operation of the function (section 3.2.4). The result showed that Segment-101 as an individual
segment has the highest appearance frequency of 14. Moreover, Segment-101 and Segment-1 are
the continuous segments on the same path. Therefore, Segment-101 is also considered as a
critical segment in ‘WCU’ water distribution network under the ‘N-1’ valving scenario.

Figure 4.10 Number of times segment appears in minimum cuts (The ‘WCU’ water distribution
network under the ‘N-1’ valving scenario, backward operation of the function)
The results shown for the ‘WCU’ water distribution network under the ‘Scarce’ valving
scenario in Figure 4.11 are obtained using the forward operation of the function. The Segment-1
as an individual segment has the highest appearance frequency of 7. That indicates 7 demand
segments can be disconnected to the source by the isolation of Segment-1. Figure 4.12 shows the
frequency of a segment appearing in the minimum cut-set obtained for the ‘WCU’ water
distribution network under ‘Scarce’ valving scenario using the backward operation of the
function (section 3.2.4). The result showed that Segment-64 as an individual segment has the
highest appearance frequency of 12. Moreover, Segment-64 and Segment-1 are the continuous
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segments on the same path. Therefore, Segment-64 is also considered as a critical segment in the
‘WCU’ water distribution network under the ‘Scarce’ valving scenario.

Figure 4.11 Number of times segment appears in minimum cuts (The ‘WCU’ water distribution
network under the ‘Scarce’ valving scenario, forward operation of the function)

Figure 4.12 Number of times segment appears in minimum cuts (The ‘WCU’ water distribution
network under the ‘Scarce’ valving scenario, backward operation of the function)
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4.1.2.2 Comparison with System Demand Shortfall
Figure 4.13 shows the system demand shortfall obtained by isolating individual segment.
In Figure 4.13, the values of the system demand shortfall are in the range of 5%-10%, except for
four segments. The value of the system demand shortfall is the sum of demand shortfall for all
the entire system when a segment was be isolated. For example, the sum of demand shortfall for
all other segment is 19.2% when segment-1 has to be isolated. When Segment-1, Segment-56,
Segment-127 and Segment-150 are isolated individually, the sum of the demand shortfall for the
entire system is 19.4%, 13.2%, 17.9% and 17.6%, respectively. For the rest of segments, their
isolations have the similar impact on the water supply of the WCU water distribution network
under the ‘N’ valving scenario. The segments leading to higher system demand shortfall are
considered more critical.

Figure 4.13 System demand shortfall (The ‘WCU’ water distribution network under the ‘N’
valving scenario)
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Based on the results of the system demand shortfall, the segments are ranked from the
highly critical one to the less critical one. The top 4 segments include Segment-1, Segment-56,
Segment-127 and Segment-150. The critical segments obtained by two different methods are
compared to evaluate the accuracy of the results obtained from topological analysis. Figure 4.14
shows the result of the identification of critical segments form two types of methods for the
‘WCU’ water distribution network under the ‘N’ valving scenario. It should be noted that there is
a significant difference between topological analysis and hydraulic simulation, that is, the tank
(Segment-56 in segment-valve representation) is not treated as a stable water supply source in
the hydraulic simulation. Therefore, the Segment-56 is not included in the comparison of the
critical segments identified by two methods.
In Figure 4.14, the critical segments identified based on the result of topological analysis
are marked with red circle; the critical segments identified by the result of hydraulic simulation
are marked with yellow triangle. The critical segments identified by topological analysis and
hydraulic simulation are consistent. Segment-1, Segment-127 and Segment-150 are identified as
critical segments by both methods. The isolation of any one of those can lead to all segments
located in the branch network being disconnected from the source. In order to further verify the
similarity of the results obtained by the two methods, the regression analysis was conducted.
Table 4.1 lists the data used for regression analysis based on the results of the hydraulic
simulation and the topological analysis. In Table 4.1, the P-value (𝑃 ≤ 0.05) and the standard
error prove that the results of segments criticality from the two methods have high similarities.
And the Pearson correlation coefficient for the results of the two methods is 0.95 (Figure 4.15),
which indicates that the results obtained by the two methods have a high degree of linear positive
correlation. This shows that the topological analysis method proposed in this research has high
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accuracy for identifying critical segments in the water distribution network under the ‘N’ valving
scenario.

Figure 4.14 Identification of critical segments of two types of methods results (The ‘WCU’ water
distribution network under the ‘N’ valving scenario)

Table 4.1 Data regression analysis of two types of results (The ‘WCU’ water distribution network
under the ‘N’ valving scenario)
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Figure 4.15 Correlation coefficient for the results from two methods (The ‘WCU’ water
distribution network under the ‘N’ valving scenario)
In Figure 4.16, the values of system demand shortfall fluctuate in the ‘WCU’ water
distribution network under the ‘N-1’ valving scenario. In the figure, the isolations of four
segments lead to a sharp increase in system demand shortfall. These four segments are Segment1(19.4%), Segment-23(14.1%), Segment-55(13.2%), and Segment-101(17.6%). Especially, the
isolations of Segment-1 and Segment-101 lead to a severe shortage of system demand.

Figure 4.16 System demand shortfall (The ‘WCU’ water distribution network under the ‘N-1’
valving scenario)
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In Figure 4.17, the critical segments identified based on the result of topological analysis
are marked with red circle; the critical segments identified by the result of hydraulic simulation
are marked with yellow triangle. The critical segments identified by topological analysis and
hydraulic simulation are consistent for the ‘WCU’ water distribution network under the ‘N-1’
valving scenario. Segment-1, Segment-23, and Segment-101 are considered critical segments
based on the results from two methods. The isolation of any one of those can lead to all segments
located in the branch network being disconnected from the source. In order to further verify the
similarity of the results obtained by the two methods, the regression analysis was conducted.
Table 4.2 lists the data used for regression analysis based on the results of the hydraulic
simulation and the topological analysis. In Table 4.2, the P-value (𝑃 ≤ 0.05) and the standard
error prove that the results of segments criticality from the two methods have high similarities.
And the Pearson correlation coefficient for the results of the two methods is 0.88 (Figure 4.18),
which indicates that the results obtained by the two methods have a high degree of linear positive
correlation. This shows that the topological analysis method proposed in this research has high
accuracy for identifying critical segments in the water distribution network under the ‘N-1’
valving scenario.

Table 4.2 Data regression analysis of two types of results (The ‘WCU’ water distribution network
under the ‘N-1’ valving scenario)
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Figure 4.17 Identification of critical segments of two types of methods results (The ‘WCU’ water
distribution network under the ‘N-1’ valving scenario)

Figure 4.18 Correlation coefficient for the results from two methods (The ‘WCU’ water
distribution network under the ‘N-1’ valving scenario)
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In Figure 4.19, the numerical range of the system demand shortfall is large for the ‘WCU’
water distribution network under the ‘Scarce’ valving scenario. There is a sharp increase in
system demand shortfall caused by the individual isolations of four segments. These segments
are Segment-1(22.4%), Segment-23(43.2%), Segment-39(75.9%) and Segment-64(22.1%). It
should be noted that Segment-39 is the segment where the source is located.

Figure 4.19 System demand shortfall (the ‘WCU’ water distribution network under the ‘Scarce’
valving scenario).
In Figure 4.20, the critical segments identified based on the result of topological analysis
are marked with red circle; the critical segments identified by the result of hydraulic simulation
are marked with yellow triangle. The critical segments identified by topological analysis and
hydraulic simulation are consistent for the WCU water distribution network under the ‘Scarce’
valving scenario. Segment-1 and Segment-64 are considered critical segments based on the
results from two methods. The isolation of any one of those can lead to all segments located in
the branch network being disconnected from the source. In order to further verify the similarity
of the results obtained by the two methods, the regression analysis was conducted. Table 4.3 lists
the data used for regression analysis based on the results of the hydraulic simulation and the
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topological analysis. In Table 4.3, the P-value (𝑃 ≤ 0.05) and the standard error prove that the
results of segments criticality from the two methods have high similarities. And the Pearson
correlation coefficient for the results of the two methods is 0.88 (Figure 4.21), which indicates
that the results obtained by the two methods have a high degree of linear positive correlation.
This shows that the topological analysis method proposed in this research has high accuracy for
identifying critical segments in the water distribution network under the ‘Scarce’ valving
scenario.

Figure 4.20 Identification of critical segments of two types of methods results (the ‘WCU’ water
distribution network under the ‘Scarce’ valving scenario)

Table 4.3 Data regression analysis of two types of results (the ‘WCU’ water distribution network
under the ‘Scarce’ valving scenario)
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Figure 4.21 Correlation coefficient for the results from two methods (the ‘WCU’ water
distribution network under the ‘Scarce’ valving scenario)
4.1.2.3 Identifying the Location of Critical Valves
Figure 4.22 indicates the location of critical segments and critical valves in the ‘WCU’
water distribution network under the ‘N’ valving scenario. The marked areas in Figure 4.22 are
the critical Segment-1, critical Segment-127, and critical Segment-150. The isolation of any
critical segment will lead to all segments located in the branch network being disconnected from
the source.

Figure 4.22 The location of critical segments and critical valves under the ‘N’ valving scenario (the
‘pipe-junction’ representation of the ‘WCU’ water distribution network)
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Figure 4.23 indicates the location of critical segments and critical valves in the ‘WCU’
water distribution network under the ‘N-1’ valving scenario. The isolation of critical Segment-1,
or critical Segment-23, or critical Segment-101 has large impact on water supply of the WCU
water distribution network under the ‘N-1’ scenario (Figure 4.23). Moreover, the inoperability of
the marked valve will also impact the maintenance of the water supply network.

Figure 4.23 The location of critical segments and critical valves under the ‘N-1’ valving scenario
(the ‘pipe-junction’ representation of the ‘WCU’ water distribution network)
Figure 4.24 indicates the location of critical segments and critical valves in the ‘WCU’
water distribution network under the ‘Scarce’ valving scenario. According to previous result,
Segment-1 and Segment-64 are critical segments in the WCU water distribution network. The
location of critical valves is highlighted in red in Figure 4.24. Similar to the other two valving
scenarios, the isolations of critical segments and valves have large impact on the WCU water
distribution network by controlling the connection between the branch network and the source.
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Figure 4.24 The location of critical segments and critical valves under the ‘Scarce’ valving
scenario (the ‘pipe-junction’ representation of the ‘WCU’ water distribution network)
4.1.3 Valve Removal Experiments
The experiment of random removal of valves has five testing groups, corresponding to
the failure percentages (20%,30%,35%,40%,50%) of the total network valves. Each testing
group of the experiment repeats fifteen times. Top five most frequently appearing segments and
the statistics of their appearance frequency are displayed by the box plot. Moreover, the value
range of the bar represent the value range of the appearance frequency of segments as minimum
cut-set after valves are removed. Figure 4.25 shows the statistical results of the random valves
removal of the ‘WCU’ water distribution network under the ‘N’ valving scenario. As can be seen
in Figure 4.25, Segment-127 as an individual segment appears as minimum cut-set 5 times, and
the upper limit of frequency ranges from 14 to 12 in the statistical results. As mentioned before,
the probability of simultaneous isolation of multiple segments is lower than the probability of
isolation of an individual segment. Therefore, Segment-127 is the critical segment if there are
insufficient operable valves in the ‘WCU’ water distribution network under the ‘N’ valving
scenario.
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Figure 4.25 The experimental results of the random removal (the ‘WCU’ water distribution
network under the ‘N’ valving scenario)
Figure 4.26 is the experimental results of all testing groups for the ‘WCU’ water
distribution network under the ‘N-1’ valving scenario. The statistical results of all testing groups
showed that Segment-1 as an individual segment appears as minimum cut-set 5 times, and the
upper limit of frequency ranges from 9 to 7. That indicates that Segment-1 is the critical segment
if there are insufficient operable valves in the ‘WCU’ water distribution network under the ‘N-1’
valving scenario.

Figure 4.26 The experimental results of the random removal (the ‘WCU’ water distribution
network under the ‘N-1’ valving scenario)
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Figure 4.27 is the experimental results of all testing groups for the ‘WCU’ water
distribution network under the ‘Scarce’ valving scenario. In the statistical results, Segment-1 as
an individual segment appears as minimum cut-set 5 times, and the upper limit value frequency
ranges from 7 to 6. That indicates that Segment-1 is the critical segment if there are insufficient
operable valves in the ‘WCU’ water distribution network under the ‘Scarce’ valving scenario.
Interestingly, the results of the random valves removal experiment indicate that a large number of
inoperable valves does not have a huge impact on the identification result of the critical segments
in the ‘WCU’ water distribution network under varying valving scenarios. This occurs because
the ‘WCU’ water distribution network contains a large branch network. The segments that are
located on the connection from the source to the branch network in the ‘WCU’ water distribution
network are always the critical segments.

Figure 4.27 The experimental results of the random removal (the ‘WCU’ water distribution
network under the ‘Scarce’ valving scenario)
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4.2 Net.2 Results
4.2.1 Frequency of Minimum Cut-Set
Figure 4.28 is shown the ‘segment-valve’ topological of the Net.2 water distribution
network under the ‘N’ valving scenario. The frequency of segments appearing in the minimum
cut-set are shown in Figure 4.29. The frequency of appearance for Segment-(‘12’, ‘13’) as an
individual segment is 11. Therefore, Segment-(‘12’, ‘13’) is the critical segment in the Net.2
water distribution network under ‘N’ valving scenario. The isolation of Segment-(‘12’, ‘13’) has
a huge impact on the Net.2 water distribution network because 11 demand segments can be
disconnected to the source by the isolation of Segment-(‘12’, ‘13’).

Figure 4.28 The ‘segment-valve’ representation (the Net.2 water distribution network under the
‘N’ valving scenario)
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Figure 4.29 Number of times segment appears in minimum cut-set (the Net.2 water distribution
network under the ‘N’ valving scenario)

4.2.2 The Experimental Results of the Random Removal Valve
Figure 4.30 is the statistical results of the random valves removal of the Net.2 water
distribution network under the ‘N’ valving scenario. The statistical results of all testing groups
showed that Segment-(‘12’, ‘13’) as an individual segment appears as minimum cut-set 5 times,
and the upper limit of frequency ranges from 9 to 5 in the statistical results. That indicates that
Segment-(‘12’, ‘13’) is the critical segment if there are insufficient operable valves in the Net.2
water distribution network under the ‘N’ valving scenario.
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Figure 4.30 The experimental results of the random removal (the Net.2 water distribution
network under the ‘N’ valving scenario)
4.2.3 Identifying the Location of Critical Segments and Valves
The topological analysis of the Net.2 water distribution networks is to verify the
applicability of the topological analysis method proposed by this research. Moreover, the process
of topological analysis finds out the changes that will occur when a large number of valves fail in
the water distribution network. The network layout of the Net.2 water distribution network is
relatively simple. One segment connects two branch networks, and only one source existed in the
Net.2 network.
Figure 4.31 indicates the location of critical segments and critical valves in the ‘Net.2’
water distribution network under the ‘N’ valving scenario. The Segment-(‘12’, ‘13’) is the
marked area appears 11 times as the minimum cut-set between the source and each demand
segment. That is the highest appearance frequency of all minimum cut-sets. Therefore, Segment(‘12’, ‘13’) is the critical segment in Net.2 water distribution. The marked valves are critical
valves. These valves are used to isolate the critical segment. The critical segment cannot be
isolated if these two marked valves failed, and the valves failure will lead to the expansion of the
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isolation space. The connection between branch networks also breaks. The results of the valves
removal experiment show that Segment-(‘12’, ‘13’) is still the critical segment under various
scenarios of total network valve failure percentages (Figure 4.31). That situation indicates that
any component failures (e.g., pipe, valves) in the segment between branch networks significantly
impact the reliability of the water distribution network if a water distribution network lacks
multiple sources.

Figure 4.31 The location of critical segments and critical valves (the ‘pipe-junction’
representation of Net.2 water distribution)
4.3 Net.3 Results
4.3.1 Frequency of Minimum Cut-Set
Figure 4. 32 is shown the ‘segment-valve’ representation of the Net.3 water distribution
network under the ‘N’ valving scenario. The frequency of segments appearing in the minimum
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cut-set are shown in Figure 4.33. Segment-(179, 40) and Segment-(206, 207) appeared as a set
with the highest appearance frequency, its frequency of 62. The frequency of appearance for
Segment-(123, 61) as an individual segment is 4. However, the probability of isolating of an
individual segment is much high than the probability of simultaneous isolation of multiple
segments. Therefore, Segment-(123,61) is the critical segment in the WCU water distribution
network under ‘N’ valving scenario. The isolation of Segment-(123,61) has a huge impact on the
Net.3 water distribution network because 4 demand segments can be disconnected to the source
by the isolation of Segment-(123,61).

Figure 4.32 The ‘segment-valve’ representation (the Net.3 water distribution network under the
‘N’ valving scenario)
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Figure 4.33 Number of times segment appears in minimum cuts (the Net.3 water distribution
network under the ‘N’ valving scenario)

4.3.2 The Experimental Results of the Random Removal Valve
Figure 4.34 is the statistical results of the random valves removal of the Net.3 water
distribution network under the ‘N’ valving scenario. The statistical results of all testing groups
showed that segment-(179, 40) and segment-(206, 207) as a set of segments appears as minimum
cut-set 2 times, and the upper limit of frequency ranges from 40 to 10 in the statistical results.
However, these two segments should not be treated as critical segments because of the low
probability of simultaneous isolation. In addition, individual segments as minimum cut-set
appear in the statistical results instead of the set of segments when the valve removal percentage
is higher than 40%.
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Figure 4.34 The experimental results of the random removal (the Net.3 water distribution
network under the ‘N’ valving scenario)

4.3.3 Identifying the Location of Critical Segments and Valves
Different from Net.2, there are multiple source nodes in the Net.3 network. Figure 4.35
indicates the location of critical segments and critical valves in the ‘Net.3’ water distribution
network under the ‘N’ valving scenario. However, the occurrence probability of simultaneous
isolation of multi-segments is much low than the occurrence probability of isolation of an
individual segment. Therefore, only the high-frequency segment appearing as an individual
segment is considered in the process of topological analysis. The marked area in Figure 4.35 is
the critical segment-(‘123’, ‘61’). The isolation of the marked segment can lead to disconnection
from the source to a small service area. And the space of the isolated segment will increase and
adversely affect consumers in the northern part of the Net.3 water distribution network if the
marked valve failed.
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Figure 4.35 The location of critical segments and critical valves (the ‘pipe-junction’
representation of Net.3 water distribution network)
According to the experimental results of valves removal for the Net.3 water distribution
network (Figure 4.34), few single segments with high frequency appeared in the statistical results
if the total network valve failure percentage is not high than 40%. That indicates the connectivity
of the Net.3 network has good performance when the number of operable valves in the Net.3
network is higher than 60% under the 'N' valving scenario. The reason for that situation is that
Net.3 has multiple water sources, and these water sources are located in all directions of Net.3
(Figure 4.35).
4.4 Net.6 Results
4.4.1 Frequency of Minimum Cut-Set
Figure 4.36 is the ‘segment-valve’ representation of Net.6. The frequency of segments
appearing in the minimum cut-set are shown in Figures4.37 and 4.38. As explained in section
4.1, Net.6 has one reservoir and 35 tanks. The super source node is created when the water
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distribution network has multi-sources, and all sources are treated as stable sources (e.g., Tanks
be treated as stable sources) in this case. However, the results obtained by this assumption
(Figure 4.37) show that the 3891 is the number of all demand segments. The 36 is the sum of the
number of sources connected to the super source. That result indicates that the disconnection
between all demand segments and the super source will occur unless the super source node is
isolated. Based on this assumption, the only condition for disconnection of any demand segment
to the super source is the isolation of the source and all tanks.

Figure 4.36 The ‘segment-valve’ representation (the Net.6 water distribution network under the
‘N’ valving scenario)
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Figure 4.37 Number of times segment appears in minimum cuts (the Net.6 water distribution
network has one super source under the ‘N’ valving scenario)
Therefore, the topological analysis of the Net.6 water distribution network need to treat
all tanks as demand nodes. The is realized by treating all tanks as demand nodes and retaining
one source node in the network. Under this scenario, the Net.6 water distribution network has
only one source and the topological analysis result is shown in Figure 4.38. In Figure 4.38, the
segment with the highest frequency is Segment-(‘0’, ‘1’), and its frequency is 2136. The segment
with the second-highest frequency is the Segment-(‘2891’, ‘2892’), and its frequency is 312.
That indicates that the isolation of Segment-(‘0’, ‘1’) has a serious impact on the reliability of the
Net.6 water distribution network. That impact is far more significant than the impact of isolation
of Segment-(‘2891’, ‘2892’). A large number of connections between demand segments and the
source will be break when Segment-(‘0’, ‘1’) is isolated.
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Figure 4.38 Number of times segment appears in minimum cuts (the Net.6 water distribution
network has only one source under the ‘N’ valving scenario)
4.4.2 Identifying the Location of Critical Segments and Valves
As mentioned before, the topological analysis of the Net.6 water distribution network is
different from other water distribution networks in terms of selecting the source node. The
topological analysis result obtained by treating all tanks as stable supply sources indicates that
the Net.6 water distribution network has perfect connectivity performance (Figure 4.37).
Therefore, the topological analysis results obtained by that scenario are not analyzed.
Another scenario is to treat all tanks as demand nodes, and there is only one source
(‘RESERVOIR-3323’) in the Net.6 water distribution network. And the segment connecting the
resource and the branch network has a significant impact on the reliability of the water
distribution network. Figure 4.39 shows the analysis results of the Net.6 water distribution
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network (one source) based on the ‘pipe-junction’ representation. The results of the topological
analysis obtained by the two scenarios show the importance of a reasonable distribution of
multiple water sources for a complex water supply network. Furthermore, the topological
analysis method proposed in this research can work well under the complex water distribution
network scenario.

Figure 4.39 The location of critical segments and critical valves (the Net.6 water distribution
network has only one source under the ‘N’ valving scenario)
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Summary of Thesis
This study proposed a method to identify critical segments and valves by topological
analysis. The method can be used to identify two different topological performances of water
distribution networks. One of that is the vulnerability of segments; the method uses the
connectivity calculation to identify vulnerable segments in water distribution networks. The
other one is the criticality of segments; the method uses the value of appearance frequency of the
segments (as the minimum cut-set) to identify the segment that has the most significant impact
on the reliability of the water distribution network based on the ‘segment-valve’ network.
The topological analysis method is divided into three steps. The first step is to build a
‘segment-valve’ network based on the 'pipe-junction' network and the location of valves in the
water distribution network. Then use the connectivity algorithm and minimum cut-set algorithm
provided by NetworkX to identify the vulnerable segments and the minimum cut-set for water
distribution networks. Finally, the appearance frequency of segments as the minimum cut -sets is
calculated. The segments with the high appearance frequency are the critical segments that have
a significant impact on the reliability of the water distribution network. And the critical valves
are the valves associated with critical segments (Liu et al.,2017). This research has improved the
topological analysis of water distribution networks by developing the following aspects:
1. A topological analysis method to identify vulnerable segments in a water distribution
network.
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2. A topological analysis method to identify the critical segments and prioritize the
segments.
3. A method to evaluate criticality of segments under scenarios of valve inoperability.
5.2 Important Implications
This research has the following findings:
1. The appearance frequency of the segment in the minimum cut-set can be used to
identify the critical segments of the water distribution network. The critical segments identified
through topological analysis had a strong correlation with those identified through hydraulic
simulations. Therefore, topological analysis can be used as a reliable and simple method for
preliminary screening of critical segments.
2. For a water distribution network with a huge branch network (e.g., Net.2 and ‘WCU’
water distribution network), the critical segment is usually located at the connection position
between the branch network and the main network. For a network with a single source (Net.6) or
a network with multiple sources (Net.3), the critical segment is usually located at the connection
position between the source node and the main network.
3. For the water distribution network with a huge branch network (‘WCU’ water
distribution network), different valving scenarios will change the size and number of critical
segments in the water distribution network but not the location of critical segments. The segment
located at the connection position of the branch network and the main network will always be the
critical segment.
4. According to the statistical results of the valves removal experiment, the emergence of
the high level of valves failure resulted in more individual segments that appeared in the
minimum cut-set. In addition, the level of valves failure will not affect the identification of
critical segments located at the connection position of the branch network and the main network.
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This research provides more options for the utility company through the following
expansions:
1. Provide a method for utility companies to easily analyze and identify the location of
critical segments and valves. This topological analysis method can be used for preliminary
screening of critical segments and valves before applying hydraulic simulation. In addition, this
method can easily evaluate scenarios of valve inoperability and identify the critical valves of the
network by identifying critical segments.
2. Provide a method for utility companies to easily analyze and infer the controllable
range (or acceptable range) of the total network valve failure percentage for a water distribution
network. In this study, the goal for the experiment of random valves removal is to identify the
impact on the identification of critical segments when a large number of valves failed in the
water distribution network. This can be used to determine the percentage of valve failure that
will not affect the result of identifying critical segments. Such percentage can be used by the
utility company to set the fault tolerance for valve failure in the entire network.
3. Provide a method for utility companies to easily identify critical segments in a water
distribution network and determine the location of components. The critical segment that
contains these components need to be isolated if these components failed. In other words, the
isolation of critical segments caused by the failure of these components has a huge impact on the
reliability of a water distribution network. Therefore, these components require spending more
time and money to maintain. This will help the utilities more effectively allocate inspection and
maintenance work for the components contained in the critical segment. For example, the
utilities could prioritize the maintenance and inspection of valves at critical locations.
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5.3 Future Research
Future research can be expanded in the following areas:
1. Accounting for the difference between tanks and reservoirs (i.e., ephemeral water
sources and stable/continuous water sources) impacts the identification result of critical segments
obtained by topological analysis. In addition, each segment can be weighted based on the
likelihood of failure or the diameter factor of pipes in the segment, and social vulnerability
factor. This can be taken into consideration in the frequency statistics results of the minimum
cut-set. For example, the criticality of a segment can be quantified by the product of failure
probability and appearance frequency of the segment.
2. Choose a water distribution network that has multiple connections between the branch
network with the main network for topological analysis. The topological analysis needs to be
based on multiple valving scenarios. Then running valving failure scenarios (valve failures tests)
to evaluate the impact of valve failures on the identification results of the water distribution
network of that layout.
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